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I: INTRODUCTION
Carefully preserved in the archives of the Windham Textile and
History Museum in Willimantic, Connecticut, are two treasures
from 1893. One is a rare children’s book, A Fairy at School, written
by Rose Terry Cooke, a popular author of stories for both children
and adults who is generally considered one of the earliest New England local colorists and a pioneer feminist writer. Fun and charming,
Cooke’s Victorian fairy tale of how a lazy fairy was transformed into
cotton thread at the Willimantic Linen Company’s factory so that
she would become useful, has long been out of print and unavailable
to the general public. Cooke herself, although celebrated in her own
time as one of Connecticut’s best and most prolific authors, has been
largely forgotten, her work familiar only to a small group of dedicated literary scholars. This booklet, The Flight of the Cotton Fairies, reproduces Cooke’s Willimantic fairy tale, along with its original
illustrations, making it available to today’s audience.
The other treasure reveals the story behind Cooke’s fairy tale. It
is a scrapbook, now yellowed with age, kept by Eugene S. Boss, a
Willimantic native and a manager for the Willimantic Linen Company, as a souvenir of his trip to the 1893 World’s Columbian Exhibition in Chicago. Boss’s firm was Willimantic’s major employer and
one of the largest factories in Connecticut, and it had a large booth
at the Exposition. Boss himself was one of two vice presidents of
Connecticut’s Board of World’s Fair Managers, which planned and
organized the state’s role in the fair. Although some of the items in
Boss’s scrapbook come from newspapers, others are documents that
exist nowhere else, and which provide hitherto unknown information about one of his era’s most important events. The essay following the reproduction of A Fairy at School uses the material from
Boss’s scrapbook, and from other sources, to tell the story behind
Cooke’s wonderful fairy tale.
Mills of the Willimantic Linen
Company, Willimantic, CT, as
they appeared in 1878. From
Charles H. Clark, “A Spool of
Thread,” Scribner’s Monthly, v.
16, no. 5 (Sept. 1878): 699.

III: A FAIRY AT SCHOOL
by Rose Terry Cooke
“What have you to say for yourself?” The voice was sweet,
incisive, fine: it came from the proud lips of Titania, the Fifteenth,
by the grace of Romance, queen of all the Western fairies. She sat in
the heart of a great magnolia blossom, on a throne of state, rough
with golden pollen, and canopied by purple anthers, and about her,
rank on rank, stood the peers of her court, their wands reversed.
Before her stood a tiny, graceful creature, with a sullen pout on her
fair little face, her arms
bound by a spider-web
against her sides, her
star gone, her wand
broken, her long, gold
hair unbound and floating to her feet. Very
sulky,
very
pretty
looked the fairy Idola
as she stood before her
peers, to be tried for
sundry offences against
the statutes of their
realm.

“What have you to say,” repeated the
royal lady, “against these charges of uselessness, indolence, folly and mischief?”
“I don’t love to work,” whined Idola.
Just at this moment, with a shrill
little laugh, a small brown gnome clambered
out on the broad magnolia leaf, and hailed
the Queen. He wore royal insignia, too;
about his tiny black head blazed a circle of
living light, diamonds from the mines his
people knew and wrought, and a sceptre of
whitest spar, tipped with a ruby, was poised
in his right hand.
“Ho! Ho!” he laughed, “I am amazed.
Trying a fairy for laziness! My good sister, I
thought that was your trade. What on earth
do your tribe ever work at?”
The Queen’s sea-green eyes blazed
as he spoke. “King Jasper, do the gnomes do
all that is done, think you? Who paints the
pied daisies, and streaks the wild white violet with its purple throat-lines? Whose hosts
go out to slaughter the evil worm and the
destroying fly? Who pours into the flowers
their stores of honey and perfume, the ministers of pleasure to the
tribes of air and of men? Who light the fire-fly lamps and teach their
bearers the midnight dances that sparkle in the fragrant dark of
Summer evens? Who scatters the dew-pearls on lea and hill? What
would earth be without its loveliness, its sweetness, its flowers and
its fairies?”
“Just as good for my purpose, Madam Queen; all this is
flummery – stuff. There’s nothing solid but metal, nothing worth
having but good, red gold and black iron, or blazing gems. Where’s
your rose that isn’t faded beside my ruby, here; and this string of
sapphires about my middle will glitter and shine while centuries of
violets fade and die.”
The Queen sighed. “I will not discuss the matter,” she said
royally. “It is enough that Idola is useless; she loves better to curl
and braid her long locks than to do her daily tasks; she hangs above
the spring in the meadow, regarding herself in countless robes of one
tinted petal after another, and her nights dancing and reveling in
the ring, pinching my maidens, teasing my fays, till they know not
whether they be my subjects or hers, and sleeping away from the
dew-time and the dawn-time hidden deep in some folded bud, deaf to

the summons of the bee
or the shrill horn of the
gnat. Truly, she is good
for naught but to eat the
dainty, drink the sweet,
and enjoy the life of a
butterfly, without intent
or care or caution.”
“She ought to be a
mortal. I, who send out a
sentinel and care-taker
with every gem that
leaves my mines, know
well how these earth-folk
follow the same path. Do you think these girls, whose ears and
throats and hands are hung from my stores, with strings of jewels,
are better than your lazy fairy, Madam Queen?”
“Perhaps not, but they are not my subjects. Idola much receive and accept the punishment of the law breaker in Fairyland.
She must be changed into some useful thing, and go through its life,
conscious enough to suffer penalty, to learn her lesson, to know what
all the new life means, and profit by it.”
“Poor little soul,” squeaked the gnome. “Set one woman over
another, even in Fairydom, and I pity the underling. But you know,
Titania, I am in some sort, guardian of this silly thing: her fate once
lay in my hands, and you gave me a right over her for the service I
did her, when my infuriate loved-crazed brother fell upon her with
his band and would have prisoned her in the tourmaline nodule.”
“Yes, yes, I remember it well, brother Jasper, and I was
about to summon you, when you appeared. I know you love not that
women should have power; but Oberon made me Regent when he
went to battle in the north, with the frost-friends, and since he rules
it, I must reign; but what I ask of you is to watch with me, the long

discipline which Idola
must endure; see that in
trusting her to the hands
which shall administer it,
I am not a tyrant, or unjust. Will you share my
vigilance?”
“Yes,” said the
gnome. “But I warn you,
Queen Titania, that if she
be tortured instead of
taught, I shall visit the
ministers to your pleasure with such hindrance
and torment as lies in my power, and that may be much.”
“Yes, it will be more than you think, Jasper, for your people
and your possessions work beneath all her new life, and impel its
motions every hour.”
Jasper merely bent his sceptre toward the Queen in consent.
Then Titania rose from her gold-crusted throne, and pointing her
star-tipped wand at Idola, said slowly: “I give thee over to the elements for thy help and the hand of man for they teaching. Go, return to the chrysalid; begin thy new living and forget thine old life;
earth and air, water and fire shall try thee, before thou fallest into
the land of man. Suffering shall lead thee into joy, and pain into
blessing. Go, poor, useless, loveless fairy, and learn thy lesson.”
As she spoke, the delicate, fairy-shape dwindled and shrank
together, the blue eyes closed, the long tresses faded and blew away
like dandelion ghosts; two brown concave shields fell from the hands
of the fairies that guarded her on either side, and clasped her vanishing figure in a close, smooth shell, and Idola was nothing to the
eye but a dark seed.
In another moment, as it seemed to her dim consciousness,
she fell into the soft bosom of the earth, and was buried in its dankness and darkness. Then she seemed to sleep, heavily and long, until
one day the wall about her parted; the life within her started upward with courage and hope; she forced her way gently and slowly to
the upper air, but she was fast in earth, her feet had no lightness,
her shape no power to move, except as the wind swayed her two
small leaflets. She was a plant now, and her duty was to grow; the
sap ran fiercely to and fro in its channels, and beneath the maturer
blossom a tiny green casket began to form, to grow, to swell, to turn
dark in the brooding red sunshine of Autumn, and to fill with milkwhite down and round black seeds like the very cell that had been

Idola’s prison.
And now with song and laughter came black hands, which
stripped the milk-white flakes that were the blossom, the fruit, the
end and intent of the fairy’s transformation, and packed them with
millions of others in a deep sack; trampled on, crowded, no longer an
isolated blossoming plant, but lost in the crush and contact. Idola
duly knew that the heavy bale where she was imbedded was tossed
about, rolled down steep slopes, hurled into vast caverns, driven by
winged winds and hissing waters for days and nights in the bosom of
some shrieking monster, till at last the bag was opened, and ungentle hands tore her soft long fibres from their rest, tossed them on a
heap with myriad others, and then, with one strong clutch, spread
them out upon a plain surface, having weighed the fairy flakes in a
balance and meted out the just measure for their purpose. On and
on the loose cotton fleece sped, urged by some hidden force, against a
rolling mass of metal. Here the dust of travel, the specks of earth,
the carelessly dropped shreds of the rude packers were shaken and
dropped from the down, and strong blasts of air drove the soil and
refuse far away. The elements again had her in their grasp, and
from their work she came out a white curling mass.
They then gathered up the fleece and bore it into a great
room, beautiful to see. Light poured into its broad windows on every
side, and cast gleams of radiant color from the stained panes above.
Flowers, gay as the colors over them, grew in the hollow sills of the
windows, and softened with their damp breath all the heated air
that warmed this palace. Bands of silent motion played up and down
through the floors, and a soft whirring, as of swarming bees, thrilled
the fleeces as they piled up, waiting for the next lesson. Idola heard
King Jasper’s cynic laugh, and the clear fine voice of Titania, beside

her.
“A pretty sort of place
for an industrial school for
fairies,” sniffed the King,
“flowers and colors, and notions of all sorts.”
“But, Brother Jasper,
it is all for good ends. Look at
those bright, earnest girls
who guide the processes, and
those quick-eyed men who
superintend them. Shut them
in dimness and foul air and
they would be stupid as our
enemies – the owls. Nor could
their task be done in such an atmosphere as would dry the fibre of
these fleeces at brittleness and fill each breath they drew with
heated dust. Well did I inspect these things before I sent Idola to
this teaching. But come further down; come into your own regions,
and see the metal monster who impels these purring bands and flying wheels.”
Now Jasper leaped and squeaked with joy. Here, dear to the
gnome heart, a ponderous mass of shining metal, wrought in bars
and cylinders, holding in its mighty breast a hot and throbbing
heart of steam, played up and down with steady pulse and silent
grandeur, sending waves of motion upward to every band and wheel
above.
The great, glittering arms showed not speck or stain. Their
grand, noiseless play was like the sport of a Titan, and no ladies’
kerchief ever fell up and down on her heaving bosom more easily

and silently than rose and
fell the vast beams of this
wonderful worker and
guider.
“This is good. This
is glorious,” squeaked the
gnome. “Good brass and
iron and steel for me.
Flowers are flummery.
Give me the solid stuff.”
Queen
Ti tania
laughed, and the keeneyed man who kept watch
and ward in this great cell
moved a little, as if he
heard a great hum in the
air, but sharp as his sight was, he did not perceive either gnome or
fairy, and they flitted from the door and up the stairs again, just in
time to see the snowy fleece that held Idola’s long fibres fed into another hungry iron creature with prickly surface, that rolled the
white wool about, tore it up and down, passed it into holes and
troughs, and sent it out in bands like sheets of snowy pith, every
fibre laid straight, every speck eliminated.
And now the long, white bands were fed into still other open
mouths, combed again, made even by recurring processes and over
and over combed and recombed; the short fibres discarded and the
long ones renewedly straightened till at last it left the machine, a
thin and stainless film
that, with one sobbing
gasp, passed into a small
trumpet’s mouth that
silently condensed it to a
smaller compass, twirled
it about with one slight
twist and passed the
tender semblance of a
cord on to a great spool,
where it was silently
wound up.
All this time the
carders and combers
were tended by alert and
active girls, dressed with
simple neatness, glowing

“Mighty nice girls to tend the educators,”
said King Jasper with a nod and a wink.
“These aren’t the sort that make showcases of themselves for my gems. Where
do they get ‘em, Madam Queen?”
“They gather here for labor and
the genii train them,” answered Titania.
“Come with me, Jasper, and see where
they find that intelligence that gives
them skill.”
She led the gnome into a wide
and long hall, the sides set with cases
full of books, the shelves above ornamented with busts, and at the convenient tables eager and intent
faces reading papers, pamphlets, magazines – all strewed about for
their use and pleasure. There were volumes by the hundred on those
shelves, of all rational and amusing varieties, while above them
looked down from the wall a benign and beautiful face, crowned with
grey hair.
“One of the genii – the best-beloved, who has gone up
higher,” explained the Queen, as Jasper lowered his spar sceptre in
involuntary homage to the noble countenance and good grey head of
the picture.
“But does it pay? Does it pay, Madam Queen?” squeaked
Jasper. “The end of things is to pay. Your ideas and high flown sentiments are well enough for fairies, but men and gnomes work for
pay.”
“Yes, King Jasper, set your grasping soul at ease, all this
pays. Work is best that is best done, and the hand is but the servant
of the brain. The
keener the master’s vision, the
closer his intelligent oversight, the
better does the
slave fulfill his
task.
Stupidity,
ignorance,
blundering, ruin all
things. When Idola
leaves the school of
industry, she will
be the best of her
kind, and be of use

in the best way to the
multitude, as well as to
the few.”
“New talk for
fairies, seems to me,”
jeered Jasper.
“New times for
us all, brother. The
world moves, its fires
and flowers blaze and
bloom to nobler ends
than in the old careless
days. Wait! You have
not seen all. Let us go
back to the Room Beautiful and watch our little sister’s further education.”
Spin, spin, spin. She was whirling now on the great spool.
Mixing and mingling strands were wound, unwound, doubled, trebled, drawn out to the fineness of the spider’s dawn-spun web, which
he trails along fence and bramble for the dew to string with diamond
beads; and then, on other whirling bobbins, redoubled and retwisted,
while it passed in and out through limpid water that the friction of
its torment might not stain the continuity of the fibre when it had
almost reached perfectness.
Hard it was to the prisoned fairy to undergo such weariness
and such drill; but as her flying flakes came into shape and took on
graceful fitness, the endurance grew easier. On and on she spun
from one spool to another, till at last the fine-drawn thread was
reeled off into a long hank and laid on a table for inspection.
And here her guardian left her, for Jasper had said to Titania, “She is to rest. But how about all these men, girls, and children?
Is it all work and no play for them?”
“Come,” said the Queen, and invisibly to the eye of man,
they sped across the green lawn of the industrial palace, and followed a part of the throng, who also left those gates, homeward.
Some went to great, swarming houses, full as a May hive;
some to a group of quaint and pretty cottages; and while they rested
in these gracious homes and repaired the toil and weariness of the
day, Jasper stole into one house after another, and nodded his wise
dark head in approval. They were the attendants in the palace, enjoying their evening leisure. Here was the tall, stately girl whom he
had last seen holding the skein into which Idola’s snowy fibres had
been gathered. There was the keen guardian of the great metal monster whose throbbing was now at rest.

Back they sped
across the clear rushing
river, across the green
lawns, across the track of a
tiny, puffing, hurrying elf
that sped from one great palace to another, with tireless
speed, at its master’s bidding.
“What’s that teakettle on wheels good for?”
squeaked the gnome, still
smarting a little under Titania’s scorn.
“To fetch and carry,
brother Jasper. Many a
man’s time and toil are
saved and supplemented by that tiny dragon.”
But poor Idola. They found her fine spun fibre, tied and
knotted in mystic, but significant fashion, plunged into a cauldron of
boiling water, to take from her the last touch of earthly impurity
and soften her strands to silky subtleness. “Will that be the last of
her trial?” asked the gnome.
“No, no; look here,” and in a deep underground chamber Jasper beheld great vats filled with red, brown, yellow, black liquids,
wherein the heavy skeins were thrown to take the color proper to
their uses.
“Will she come from here the
color of the roses she was rocked in, or
the leaves that shaded her, or like those
black hands that tended her young life
of trial, Titania?”
“Nothing shall stain our fairy,
brother Jasper. She has yet a different
test, for she is to come out white as Polar snows from her trouble.”
And as she spoke, the gnome
saw that knotted skein that was the
prisoned fairy, drowned in a bath of
some strange, evil-smelling mixture,
and drawn out dripping, to be plunged
again and again into fair water, drawn
from a brimming river without, all unaware that from those pure waves a

fairy prisoner had just arisen, spotless and pure.
“But now what will be done
to her? The trial is somewhat sharp,
Titania.”
“Sharp, but sure. Look here!”
He saw the long, white skein
dried now in a chamber, breathless
for heat, reeled on a whirling frame,
wound on another spindle, carried
into another great, cheerful room
full of girls, and placed on a softly
running, wonderful little creature of
iron that wound the delicate strand,
fine as a hair, on a tiny spool of
wood.
“I must hurry back to my
caverns, Titania. Let me go quickly.
These mortals daunt me. What if they should send their wheels and
whirrs and wondrous workers into my kingdom? Where would the
gnome people be?”
“But wait, wait, King Jasper, till our fairy has finished her
trial.”
They turned to see the fine-spun filament, winding with
faultless accuracy on its spool, stopping the moment that it was full;
then with myriads of other spools carried across the hall, fed into a
trough where another curious mechanism labeled it on either end,
and passed it onward to be approved and packed in neat boxes.
“The trial is over,” said Titania with a sigh of relief.
“But where is Idola?” asked the bewildered gnome.
“Gone to be of use in the world,” said the Queen. “Her tiny
chains may hold the Sunday frills and collars, finish the youth’s kerchief and the maiden’s mantel; fasten the bride’s delicate draperies;
hem the matron’s snowy caps, and gather her rich laces; stitch the
frail finery of the grave, and work into the hands of the mourner.
When all her span is gone, when her last fibre has been used for the
good of man, her lesson all learned, Idola will return to her fairy
shape and semblance, and be a willing subject to our law once more.
She will know and feel that to be of use is the divinest end and purpose of even a fairy’s living; that these bright intelligences and
skilled hands that have guided her transformations, who so well and
wisely rule and provide for their people, are the real worth of the
real world, and if they gather to themselves your gold grains,
brother Jasper, and make for themselves thereby homes of comfort

and cheer, their work
is none the less a
blessing
to
those
about them, a power
and a light in the
e a rth- mi sts,
an d
fraught with higher
purposes and mightier results than a
fairy’s education.”
“It’s a mighty
good reform school for
our girl, nevertheless,” said jasper,
“and I may have a
refractory gnome or
two who’d be all the
better for this teaching. Oh! you've never
told me, Titania, bythe-way, what’s the name of this village, blessed with such an institution.”
“Willimantic,” said Titania, as she sprung on the saddle of
her waiting Luna moth and sped away through the sweet June air to
Fairyland.

III: The Flight of the Cotton Fairies:
The Story Behind the Story
by Jamie H. Eves
The story of Rose Terry Cooke’s fairy tale, A Fairy at School, is
itself a part of a larger story, the story of how the Willimantic Linen
Company and its manager, Eugene S. Boss, came to participate in
the 1893 World’s Columbian Exposition in Chicago, and why as part
of that participation they decided to commission a well-known author to write a Victorian fairy tale. Much of this larger story can be
extracted from well-known published histories of both the Linen
Company and the Columbian Exposition, and in an unpublished but
easily accessible MA thesis that analyzes Cooke’s work. But to discover the whole “story behind the story” of how Cooke came to write
her industrial fairy tale also requires access to a unique document,
presently in the collection of the Windham Textile and History Museum in Willimantic: Boss’s 1894 scrapbook of the Exposition.

Willimantic Linen Company booth at the World’s Columbian Exposition in Chicago,
1893. Photo from E. S. Boss’s scrapbook, Windham Textile and History Museum, docA-0849.

When the Willimantic Linen Company, North America’s preeminent manufacturer of cotton thread, decided to do something, it usually did it in a big way. Thus in 1892 the Company donated $5,500 –
the largest contribution by any private business in Connecticut, and
the equivalent of nearly $130,000 in today’s money – to the Connecticut Board of World’s Fair Managers, the body that planned and
organized the state’s participation in the Columbian Exposition. Not
stopping there, the Company also made sure that Boss, one of its top
executives, was appointed to the Board and elected vice president.
(1) Then, when the Exposition opened in 1893, the Company sponsored a major booth in the fair’s Machinery Hall, with an impressive
array of fully functioning modern precision machines used to manufacture cotton thread, including an astounding device that wound a
jaw-dropping eight spools of cotton thread at a time. (2) Fairgoers,
mesmerized by the whirring gears, pumping drive shafts, and glistening steel, crowded to see the exhibit. Commented the Chicago
Tribune, “Nothing seems to attract and hold crowds in Machinery
Hall so permanently as does the exhibit of the Willimantic Linen
Company.” (3) Added the Chicago Inter Ocean, “There is nothing in
all the varied exhibits in the vast machinery building that attracts
more attention than does the display made by the Willimantic Linen
Company, of Willimantic Conn. They have been at great expense
and trouble to arrange an exhibit that is not only novel and interesting, but is at the same time instructive, and has always surrounding
it a throng of curious spectators.” (4)

From Boss’s scrapbook.

Midway Plaissance at the Columbian Exposition. From Boss’s scrapbook.
In addition to all that, the Company also commissioned Cooke, a
well-known 19th-century author of hundreds of published stories
and poems, to write a moralistic Victorian fairy tale about a lazy
fairy who was transformed by a combination of magic and machinery into sturdy, useful cotton thread at the Linen Company’s sprawling Willimantic mills. The Company printed the story itself, in its
own print shop, along with a back-up article, “In Praise of Needlework,” on glossy paper, illustrated with elegant blue-green watercolors, and bound the pages between embossed cotton-white cardboard
covers. Boss’s scrapbook reveals that the Company offered copies to
fairgoers as a premium give-away item, but also sold it at a nominal
price through the mail.
Participating in a world’s fair, using popular culture to advertise
its products, and boasting about how well its workers were treated
and how hard they worked were exactly the kinds of things the Willimantic Linen Company was used to doing. The Company was a
pioneer among American manufacturers in the application of advanced technology, creating and using modern advertising techniques, and instituting benevolent management practices. Founded
in 1854 to manufacture linen thread, the Company switched to cotton only three years later in 1857. It stockpiled raw cotton in advance of the Civil War (1861-65), enjoyed immense profits during
the war, and in 1864 plowed its wartime windfall into the construction of a sprawling, new, granite factory building with state-of-the-

art precision machines that spun thread so uniform that it could be
used in that temperamental new device, the home sewing machine.
In 1876 the Linen Company had participated in earlier world’s
fair, the Centennial Exposition in Philadelphia. That fair had given
the Company a golden opportunity to advertise the quality and uniformity of its thread. When the country’s various sewing machine
manufacturers, which were also in Philadelphia displaying their
own products, decided to organize a well-advertised sewing machine
“contest,” the first “test” was for each machine to be able to use
Linen Company thread, available from the Company’s nearby booth.
All but two of the sewing machines passed the test, allowing the
Linen Company to advertise truthfully, and incessantly, that its
thread was so uniform that it could be used in almost any sewing
machine. Sales increased. Three years later, in 1879, the Company
garnered more publicity and further enhanced its reputation for
state-of-the-art technology when it became the first factory in the
world to install electric lights. The next year, in 1880, it gained even
more attention when it erected a new, even larger factory building
at its Willimantic plant, designed to be lit by electric lights and powered by steam rather than water. The new Mill Number Four was
both massive (it was at the time the largest one-story building in the
world) and elegant (it boasted ornamental towers, wood paneling,
and colored glass windows). With thick, fireproof stone or brick
walls, the Company’s buildings, like the Company itself, were built
to last. (5)
The Company also invested heavily in advertising based on popular culture. It provided retailers with elegant, specially constructed
wood or steel thread display cases, decorated with the Company’s
name and star and spool logos. And it printed hundreds of catchy
trade cards – including one showing the recently completed Brooklyn Bridge suspended by Linen Company thread, and another depicting Willimantic thread pulling Jumbo, P. T. Barnum’s famous
circus elephant. (6)
The Linen Company was also known for its benevolent labor
practices, and for its progressive activities within the Willimantic
community. With great fanfare, it had opened a library for workers,
their families, and other residents of Willimantic. Known as
Dunham Hall, the library was named for Austin Dunham, one of the
Company’s founders, whose portrait hung on one wall. It offered free
reading and writing classes (although it also demanded that its
workers all become literate) and lectures in art and music. It operated a company store and rows and rows of company housing. It
built a stone-arch bridge across the Willimantic River and deeded it
to the town, created the Windham County Fairgrounds as a public

park, and sponsored a new, two-story, brick, public elementary
schoolhouse. It even built the Oaks, a planned suburban neighborhood of free-standing, single-family, ornate Victorian cottages, for
some of its workers. The Company’s benevolence, while real, nevertheless came on the Company’s own terms. Company mangers took
a paternalistic view of their workers and their own place in society –
the Company was the parent, providing for its workers and other
townspeople, but in return expected the recipients of its benevolence
to be grateful, dutiful, and obedient – and to adopt the middle-class
values of thrift, industry, and sobriety so cherished by the Company’s managers and owners. The Company’s paternalistic vision is
clearly visible in Cooke’s fairy story, which is revealed to be both
commercial advertising and social propaganda. (7)
The Columbian Exposition offered the Linen Company a great
opportunity to both advertise its products and espouse its doctrine of
industrial paternalism. As the 400th anniversary of Columbus’s
1492 voyage loomed, Americans planned to celebrate with a gigantic
world’s fair in Chicago that they hoped would attract millions of
spectators. The World’s Columbian Exposition was to be much larger than the earlier 1876 Centennial Exposition. It would be larger

Participating in the Columbian Exposition was an advertising bonanza in several respects. From Boss’s scrapbook.

even than the Great Exposition (also known as the Crystal Palace
Exposition) in London in 1851, the first world’s fair and an event
that had come to symbolize British primacy in the Victorian Era.
Even more, it was to be larger than the recent 1889 Exposition Universelle in Paris, with its famous Eifel Tower. The Columbian Exposition would show the world that America stood ready to challenge
both Britain and France for bragging rights as the world’s leading
industrial power and cultural center.
Event planners broke ground in October, 1892, although the fairgrounds were not completed and opened to the public until May,
1893. Most of the fairgrounds, located along Lake Michigan, were
designed by Connecticut’s Frederick Law Olmsted, the country’s preeminent landscape architect. (The designer of Central Park in New
York City and Walnut Hill Park in New Britain, Connecticut, Olmsted had virtually created the new field of landscape architecture.)
The actual buildings and structures were designed by the Chicago
architectural firm of Burnham and Root, which had already invented the world’s first skyscraper. The Columbian Exposition consisted of 200 buildings and sprawled across 600 acres. Lawns, gardens, canals, parks, and lagoons decorated the outdoor areas. Hundreds of businesses set up displays in large, cavernous pavilions.
During the Exposition’s six-month run more than 27 million people
attended, the equivalent of half of the U. S. population at the time.
The center of the Columbian Exposition was the White City, a
collection of gleaming stucco buildings erected along the Lake, just
east the fairground’s central artery, the Midway Plaissance, which
connected to Midway Boulevard. Unlike anything the country had
ever seen, the White City symbolized the can-do, over-the-top, probusiness spirit of the Gilded Age. Most visitors found it jawdroppingly magnificent. The phrase “alabaster cities” in Katharine
Lee Bates’s famous poem, “America the Beautiful,” for example, was
an admiring reference to the White City. But others saw in the
White City the fraudulence and fakery that also characterized the
Gilded Age. Most of the buildings, although made to look like stone,
were actually flimsy shells coated with veneers of plaster. One of the
more cynical visitors was recent Chicago resident, L. Frank Baum, a
traveling salesman, who was so struck with the White City – with
its gleaming white plaster like a curtain masking the humbug underneath, its false surface so bright with reflected light that fairgoers frequently wore tinted glasses to protect their eyes – that it became the inspiration for the Emerald City in his 1900 children’s
novel, The Wonderful Wizard of Oz. (Ironically, the temporary structures of the Exposition stood in contrast to the real granite and brick
buildings of the Linen Company’s Willimantic mills, most which still

stand. All but a few of the White City’s buildings were demolished as
soon as the fair was over.)
In many ways, the Columbian Exposition reshaped American
culture. Midway Plaissance, with its crowds and pavilions and restaurants from foreign countries, became so synonymous with fairs
that Americans began to refer to the center of any fairgrounds as a
midway. The University of Chicago’s football team (the University’s
new campus was immediately adjacent to the fairgrounds) soon
picked up the nickname “the Monsters of the Midway.” When a
young Walt Disney heard his father, Elias, a construction worker on
the project, describe the White City, it planted the seeds for his own
later creations of Disneyland, Disney World, and Epcot Center. The
Westinghouse Company used the Exposition to demonstrate its new
product, alternating current, and Westinghouse bulbs, superior (and
cheaper) than those manufactured by its competitor, Thomas Edison’s General Electric, brightly lit the entire White City. Like the
Linen Company’s Willimantic mills, the White City became famous
for its lights. Many fairgoers experienced electricity for the first time
in their lives, and the movement to electrify America gained momentum. Several manufacturers introduced new products at the Exposition: Cracker Jack, Juicy Fruit gum, Quaker Oats, Cream of Wheat,
and Shredded Wheat. Edison debuted his kinetoscope, although few
people noticed. George Ferris invented a new amusement ride especially for the occasion: the original Ferris wheel, so immense that
fairgoers compared it to the Eifel Tower. For the Willimantic Linen
Company to design a booth that became one of the most popular attractions at the Exposition – to go toe-to-toe with Westinghouse,
Edison, and Quaker Oats – was no mean feat. For the Linen Company, participating in the fair was an advertising masterstroke. The
Company’s sleek modern machines and little white book announced
its primacy in the textile industry and Willimantic’s place in Victorian America. (8)
Like Chicago, the compact industrial city of Willimantic, Connecticut, where the Linen Company had its mills, also characterized
Victorian or Gilded Age America. Located in the western part of the
old colonial town of Windham, Willimantic came into being in the
1820s and 1830s as a string of five new little factory villages strung
along a one-mile stretch of rapids and waterfalls in the Willimantic
River. By the 1870s the five villages – Jillson Hill, Smithville,
Tingleyville, Iverton, and Sodom – had merged to form the bustling
textile city of Willimantic, with the Linen Company the largest of its
several cotton and silk mills. Workers poured into Willimantic from
the New England countryside, Ireland, England, Scotland, Canada,
Germany, and beyond. In 1890, fully half of Willimantic’s residents

were either immigrants, or the
children of immigrants. A milelong Main Street paralleled the
river and connected the mills,
with rows of brick stores, restaurants, tea shops, theaters, and
churches. Branching side streets
created parallel rows of blocks
that soon covered the narrow
floor of the valley. Most of the
workers crowded into simple
wooden tenements within walking distance of the factories, but
after the Civil War the city’s expanding upper and middle
classes moved uphill, away from
the crowded, noisy, smoke-filled
valley floor, and into spacious
new houses along quiet, shady, tree-named streets in the Prospect
Hill and Hosmer Mountain neighborhoods. The new homes – roomy,
refined, and elegant – were a combination of Victorian mansions and
cottages, brightly painted, with wide porches, decorative windows,
ornate roofs, and intricate gingerbread trims. Proud, self-satisfied,
and well educated, Willimantic’s affluent, rising middle class enthusiastically embraced Victorian culture and literature. At a time
when most working-class women could not afford the cost of a home
sewing machine, and upper-class women hired servants to do their
sewing for them, the Willimantic Linen Company aimed its advertising at this burgeoning Victorian middle class with its black-and-gold
sewing machines, a middle class whose values and aspirations the
Company’s managers shared.
Eugene Stowell Boss came from Willimantic’s middle class, and
he knew it well. Boss was born in Willimantic in 1842. His father
had been an overseer in one of the city’s cotton mills, and Boss enjoyed a middle-class upbringing. In 1858, at the age of 16, he took a
job in the newly formed Willimantic Linen Company as a dresser
tender in the finishing department. In 1860, at 18, he transferred to
New York City to take a clerical position in the Company’s corporate
offices. He came back to Willimantic five years later, at 23, to work
as paymaster and general clerk. He continued to move up, working
in the Company’s Hartford offices until 1879 when, at 37, the Company made him agent, the number two position at the Willimantic
mills. When the superintendant, William Barrows, left in 1883,
Boss, only 41, took over as the plant’s chief executive. He lived in an

elegant Victorian mansion within sight of the mills. A Republican
party activist, Boss served in the Connecticut legislature in 1877,
1882-83, and 1891. He acted as Commissary General of the Connecticut National Guard, president of Willimantic’s Gas Light Company, president of the Willimantic Electric Light Company, and
president of the Willimantic Fair Association, and he was a director
in several Willimantic businesses. (9) He was a logical choice as the
Company’s point man on the Columbian Exposition, at 51 a trusted
manager who understood both middle-class values and the importance of effective advertising. It is quite likely that it was his idea to
publish a fairy tale to advertise the Company’s thread and publicize
its commitment to industrial paternalism.
Among the most popular aspects of middle-class Victorian culture
were fairy tales. Although most people in the 1800s imagined that
fairy tales originated in medieval Europe as folk tales, they were, in
fact, a modern innovation that first appeared during the 15thcentury Renaissance and reached their peak during the 19th century, when they were written and popularized by the Brothers
Grimm and Hans Christian Andersen. As scholar Ruth B. Bottigheimer points out, the myth of “folk invention and transmission of
fairy tales has no basis in verifiable fact.” Medieval folk tales did
sometimes feature fairies and other wee folk, to be sure, but only as
troublesome mischief makers, not as beneficent fairy godmothers or
wielders of magic wands. Fairy tales’ greatest appeal was among the
educated, urbanized Victorian middle class, and among those educated workers who aspired to be middle class. Victorian fairy tales,
which by definition centered around fairies and magic, generally fell
into two basic types: “restoration fairy tales” (in which the heroes
recovered some thing or status they once had, but lost), and “rise
fairy tales” (in which the protagonists rose from poverty to affluence). “This is largely so,” writes Bottigheimer, “because fairy tales
originated among the same kinds of urban assumptions and expectations with which city and suburban dwellers continue to live today.
Fairy tales, which speak in a language well understood in the modern world, remain relevant because they allude to deep hopes for
material improvement, because they present illusions of happiness
to come, and because they provide social paradigms that overlap
nearly perfectly with daydreams of a better life.” Common literary
devices found in fairy tales were fairies, magic, a mystical place
called fairyland, and happy endings that reflected Victorian notions
of justice. (10) Fairy tales also occasionally took the place of traditional religious faith in an increasingly secular age. As traditional
religion came to seem increasingly irrelevant to the more scientifically minded Victorians – especially when some of the established

From Boss’s scrapbook.

churches openly challenged several of the leading scientific discoveries of the era – fairy tales (along with spiritualism, which was also
popular among the Victorian middle class) offered something else to
believe in. Fairy tales also provided a pleasant nostalgia for the pastoral past that was rapidly disappearing in the industrial era. The
same forces that drove middle-class people out of the noisy, dirty
industrial neighborhoods and into the new, green suburbs with wide
lawns, ornamental bushes, and streets named for trees, also made
the ideas of fairy magic and fairyland appealing, and explain why so
many Victorians falsely believed that fairy tales were actually new
versions of medieval folk tales. Middle-class hunger for fairy tales
grew so strong in the 19th century that even well-educated, rational
savants like Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, the British author of the Sherlock Holmes stories, convinced themselves that fairies really existed.
(11) It is not surprising that Boss and the Linen Company’s other
managers, used to exploiting popular culture, should decide to create a fairy tale to advertise its products and promote its principles.
So Boss, or someone else at the Linen Company, decided to commission a fairy tale to be printed and handed out at the Columbian
Exposition. Evidence that the idea was Boss’s is in his scrapbook. He
cut out and pasted down dozens of advertisements, reviews, and
trade cards for the book. In one, the Seipsie, Ohio, Free Press declares, “This office has received a beautiful souvenir book issued by
the Willimantic Linen Co. The exquisitely embossed cover gives it
an appearance of richness rarely found…. You can obtain this book
by watching the series of advertisements the company is running in
this paper.” (12) In another, the Wapakoueta, Ohio, County Democrat writes that the book “is well worth having, and readers of the
Democrat who want a neat souvenir of a great establishment should
read their advertisement on the fifth page of this paper and send for
the booklet.” (13) The Duluth Evening Herald adds, “The author is
Rose Terry Cooke and she has written a charming story that has
been beautifully illustrated. The romance deals with the manufacture of thread in Willimantic and it is so well written and couched in
such graceful language that it is a pleasure to read it.” (14) Getting
good reviews turned out to be easy, if the Company also purchased
an advertisement in the same paper. Boss’s scrapbook indicates that
the Company gave the book away free at the Columbian Exposition
as a souvenir, and otherwise sold it via the mail at a nominal price.
(15)
To write the fairy tale, the Company decided to commission a
well-known and prolific author of children’s stories. Born in West
Hartford, Connecticut, in 1827, Rose Terry Cooke was the middleclass daughter of an unsuccessful landscape gardener who instilled

in her a strong love of nature and learning. Sickly but extremely intelligent, as a child Cooke read widely. She graduated from the
Hartford Female Seminary – founded by Catharine Beecher and the
alma mater of Harriet Beecher Stowe – at the age of 16. She worked
for several years as a governess and teacher, but became a full-time
writer in the 1850s, thanks to a small inheritance. She wrote more
than 300 poems of uneven quality, three forgettable novels, a play,
and a large number of mostly very good short stories, usually about
the everyday lives of rural New England women. Although Cooke
did not support woman suffrage, scholars like Bridget Garland today
nevertheless consider her to be among the earliest American feminist writers because of her realistic portrayal of women oppressed by
tyrannical men. Cooke is also considered an early local colorist, because of her focus on rural New England life. In addition, Cooke also
wrote a number of children’s stories. True to the times, her children’s stories were didactic and moralizing, aimed more at teaching
moral lessons than entertaining readers, a characteristic that made
them appealing to middle-class parents, but probably bored most
children. Ironically, A Fairy at School would be one of the last of the
old, moralizing children’s books. A new writer was about to invent a
new style of children’s book that would transform children’s literature – the very same L. Frank Baum, the author of The Wonderful
Wizard of Oz, who was so much influenced by the fakery and humbug of the Columbian Exposition and the White City.
The quality of Cooke’s work was uneven because she wrote for
pay as well as for art. Although clearly gifted as a writer, she was
also chronically short of money. She took care of her ailing sister
Alice, and after Alice died, Alice’s children. She remained unmarried
until the age of 56, in an era when single women had few opportunities to make good money. And when she did marry Rollin Cooke (16
years her junior) in 1873, he turned out to be a ne’er-do-well, and
Rose had to continue to write to support the family. By the late
1880s she was deeply in debt and begging her publisher, William
Tricknor of Boston, for any kind of paying hackwork that he could
send her. A Fairy at School was probably her last work, published a
year after her death in 1892. (16)
A Fairy at School is a fascinating piece of Connecticut history,
and the Windham Textile and History Museum is pleased to bring it
back into print. Although mediocre as literature, it tells a great deal
about the Victorian era that produced it. It explains how cotton
thread was produced at one of the country’s largest and most modern factories, and provides illustrations. It also contains important
insights into Victorian middle-class values, 19th-century advertising
strategies, and the now almost-forgotten importance of the Colum-

bian Exposition in shaping, and reflecting, popular culture. We also
gain a link to Rose Terry Cooke, celebrated in her time as an important chronicler of New England women’s lives, and the Willimantic
Linen Company, well known among Gilded Age Americans as a powerful and progressive company. The book itself, and the story of how
it came to be written, are well worth preserving.
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IV: WINDHAM VILLAGES
by Jamie H. Eves
Like most Connecticut towns, Windham was once a collection of
villages. Nine distinct villages once existed within the town’s present boundaries, with several more in areas that broke away to form
new towns of their own. While a few of these villages began as colonial rural agricultural settlements, the overwhelming majority were
19th-century factory villages that grew up around various textile or
metal-machinery mills. While some of Windham’s villages have remained distinct entities into the 21st century, the majority merged
in the mid-1800s to form the bustling industrial city of Willimantic.
It is not known if the Pequots, Mohegans, Nipmucs, or other native peoples had villages within the present boundaries of Windham.
Certainly, the native peoples of Connecticut did live mostly in farming villages of 50 to 200 people, but the documented Pequot and Mohegan villages lay closer to Long Island Sound to the south, so that
the residents could take advantage of the rich natural resources of
the seacoast, and most of the Nipmuc settlements lay further inland
to the north, for the wary Nipmucs liked to keep a good distance between themselves and the more powerful Pequots.
Only a few villages formed in Windham during the colonial period (1688-1783). Most colonists lived on dispersed farms, not in villages. Still, three or four villages did develop in Windham during
this time. The first was Hither Place (now Windham Center), socalled because, located in the southern part of the town, it was close
(“hither”) to Norwich, from whence most of the earliest colonists had
come, and which was the nearest river port and market town.
Shortly thereafter, a second village coalesced in the northern part of
the town, called Ponde Place (now Mansfield Center) after a
nearby pond. The two villages were about six miles apart, separated
by the Natchaug River, a difficult journey in the colonial period,
when roads were poor and bridges few and far between. Because the
town’s official Congregational meetinghouse was at Hither Place,
the residents of Ponde Place found it almost impossible to attend
church regularly. In 1699 they petitioned the colonial legislature to
set them aside as a separate parish, in order to have their own
meetinghouse, a move that eventually led to the hiving off of Mansfield from Windham in 1703. In the 1700s a passable road was finally laid out between the two settlements, with a bridge across the
Natchaug in the vicinity of the present concrete bridge near Recreation Park. A very small hamlet grew up around the bridge, known
locally as the Crotch. The Crotch was never very populous, and

seems to have disappeared as a distinct entity sometime in the late
1700s or early 1800s. In the early 1700s a fourth settlement formed
in Windham, in the eastern hills around Merrick Brook. Because
one of the earliest colonists was from Scotland, it became known as
Scotland. Scotland broke off from Windham and became a separate
town in 1857.
The Early National Period (1783-1844) was the golden age of village-building in New England. Most New England villages were created then, as were most of New England’s village greens. In the
Early National Period, Hither Place came to be called Windham
Green. Like many villages in that era, it became a commercial center for the surrounding farm population, with a number of shops and
stores.
At the end of the Early National Period, in the 1820s and 1830s,
the Industrial Revolution came to Windham, and seven new factory
villages formed. Five of them were in the western part of town, in
the narrow gorge along the Willimantic River. New England factory
villages normally consisted of a central factory or mill, a company
store, several rows of company housing, and a few larger homes belonging to mill owners or managers. Most factory villages were
named for the mill’s owner or manager, and the village names therefore changed whenever the mills were sold. From west to east, the
five villages that formed in the Willimantic gorge were as follows.
Tingleyville formed on the west side of what is now Bridge Street,
at the Upper Falls. It coalesced around the mill, store, and several
rows of company housing of the Windham Cotton Manufacturing
Company, and was named for its manager, who commuted from
Rhode Island. “Brick Row” on Vermont Avenue is all that remains of
Tingleyville’s company housing. The small shopping center off
Bridge Street incorporates several of the former mill buildings. Also
at the Upper Falls, on the east side of what is now Bridge Street,
formed Leesburg, named for the owner of a second cotton mill. Like
Tingleville, Leesburg included a mill, a company store, and company
housing. Although the old Lee mill no longer exists, “Stone Row” on
Riverside Drive was part of its company housing, as was the building on Main Street that houses Hotshot’s tavern. The stone building
on the corner of Bridge and Main was a warehouse and office building for the mill, not its company store, as is sometimes believed.
When Lee sold the mill to an entrepreneur named Smith, the village
was renamed Smithville. The suffix “-ville” became popular after
the American Revolution. A French term meaning “city,” it seemed
to Early National Period Americans more refined than “town” or
“place.” And because France was an American ally in the Revolution
(and then went on to have a republican revolution of its own), many

Americans preferred French phrases and ideas to British.
Continuing east, the village of Jillson Hill formed around the
stone Jillson mill at the Lower Falls, located where the north end of
the Frog Bridge is today. Jillson Hill also included company houses
and a fine large stone house for the owner, now the headquarters of
the Windham Historical Society. Also at the Lower Falls was Iverton, the home of the Willimantic Linen Company’s thread mills,
company store (now the Windham Textile and History Museum),
and rows of company housing. Founded in 1854, the Linen Company
was much younger (although also much larger) than Windham’s
other textile mills, and in fact Iverton actually formed two decades
after the Willimantic valley villages had already merged to form the
factory city of Willimantic, and so is probably more properly classified as a neighborhood, rather than a village. Iverton was named for
Lawson Ives, one of the mill owners. Later, in the 1880s, the Linen
Company built a second neighborhood of company housing on the
south side of Willimantic, known as the Oaks. The Oaks included
several streets of free-standing, six-room Victorian cottages for
workers, a mansion for Company superintendant William Elliot
Barrows, and a brick elementary school, now the McSweeney Senior
Center. The last, and easternmost, of the Willimantic valley mill
villages, was Richmondville, where routes 66 and 14 intersect today. Richmondville was named for the owner of a cotton mill that
was located between the Willimantic River and what is now Recreation Park. When a new owner acquired the mill, the village became
known as Wellesville. In time, large numbers of Irish immigrants
moved into the village, and suspicious Yankees began derisively to
call it Sodom, a name that stuck.
After 1830, the Willimantic valley villages expanded and grew
into each other. What had once seemed like a string of villages now
looked more like a single city, and people began calling the entire
area Willimantic. In 1833 the whole area from Tingleyville to Sodom
was incorporated as the borough of Willimantic, although it remained part of the town of Windham.
Two other factory villages formed in Windham, North Windham
along the Natchaug River and South Windham along the
Shetucket. Their names reflect the emergence of the United States
Post Office as an important institution. Well into the Early National
Period, villages had merely local names – names that made sense
and were known to local people, but which were not used or known
by outsiders. Countless villages across the country were known simply as the Mills, the Green, the Ridge, or the Corner. The Post Office, however, required each local post office to have its own unique
name, so that the mail could be delivered to the right place. Most

villages had post offices, so by the 1840s they acquired unique “post
office names.” North Windham, South Windham, Windham Center,
and Willimantic were post office names.
Today, most people in Windham think of the town as split between the city of Willimantic on the one hand and the three villages
of Windham Center, South Windham, and North Windham on the
other. But history shows that there used to be many more villages,
and that Windham was indeed a town of villages.

